
Dear Editors and Reviewers:

Thank you for your letter and for the reviewers comments

concerning our manuscript entitled Paper Title “Calycosin

attenuates acute lung injury (ALI) in mice with severe

acute pancreatitis (SAP) by curtailing High Mobility Group

Box 1 (HMGB1)‑induced inflammation” (NO.: 68241).

Those comments are all valuable and very helpful for revising

and improving our paper, as well as the important guiding

significance to our researches. We have studied comments

carefully and have made correction which we hope meet with

approval. Revised portion are marked in yellow in the paper.

The main corrections in the paper and the responds to the

reviewer’s comments are as flowing:

Reviewer #1：Valeriu Marin Șurlin (No: 02534290):

Responds to the reviewer’s comments: However, there are limitations
to the present study, the study shows that Calycosin inhibited HMGB1/NF-κB signaling pathway
in vivo and in vitro, and validates the interaction by molecular docking. The future directions of
this research topic should include a more thorough assessment of the specific interaction
between Calycosin and HMGB1.

Response:Many thanks for your positive comments. It is my

great honours receiving your recommendation. As Reviewer

suggested that the specific interactions between Calycosin and

HMGB1 are worth studying, that’s what we need do next.

Thanks again for your positive comments.



Reviewer #2 Saikat Samadder (No: 05915429):

1. Response to comment : ①The key problems or the limitation of this study

is not revealed by the authors.

Response: We gratefully thanks for the precious time you

spent making constructive remarks, we add the limitation

of this study in the last paragraph and marked in yellow in

line 552-555.

2. Response to comment : ②The minor limitation is One of the limitations of

this research study is the pain caused by pancreatitis is not answered. Abdominal pain is
reduced or not during pancreatitis is not understood from this study. In previous studies use of
Cal reduced pain in animals is unknown or known can be mentioned in the discussion section.
Markers from this existing study if have implications on pain can be discussed in just one
sentence that pain might have been regulated in animals after Cal treatment. Pain is an
important symptom of pancreatitis inflammation and pain goes hand-in-hand during
pancreatitis. Hence, pain decreased or not in animals should also be discussed.

Response: It is really true as Reviewer suggested that ‘Pain

is an important symptom of pancreatitis inflammation’.



That’s a new and good idea for our future study, Thanks to

the reviewer for giving the interesting comments, we think

the pain had been relieved after Cal treatment and added

some sentences in line 545-548 in the paper.

3. Response to comment : ③Few minor changes needs to be made in the text

are as follows; In figure 11 it is shown that “Serum IL-6, TNF-alpha, CXCL-1 and HMGB1 et al.
increased” it should be etc not et al. Please change. In fig 3 Please align the results of ELISA in
the sequence of mRNA levels (TNF-α, IL-6, IL-1β, CXCL-1 and HMGB1). Place a bracket for p65
in Materials and methods last sentence.

Response:We gratefully appreciate for your carefully review

and valuable comments, we had revised them in the paper.



4. Response to comment : ④Multiple bands in western blot results of P-P65

and p65 is being seen please explain the reason.



Response: Thank you so much for your careful check,

Multiple bands in western blot results of P-P65 and p65 is

being seen may due to the purity of the antibody, these

bands are weakly visible and not in the correct position,

we think they are meaningless bands.

5. Response to comment : ⑤What is the viability of pancreatic cell line in

presence of Cal? It was not shown by this study if any other studies have showed can be
explained in just one sentence.

Response: Thanks for your valuable suggestion, As shown

in Figure 1A, Cal treatment significantly reduced the

L-arg-induced necrosis in pancreatic acinar cells, The

results sufficiently indicated that Cal has a significant

protective effect on pancreatic acinar cells.

6. Response to comment : ⑥LPS induced inflammatory response on cell line

is different from L-Arg induced inflammation or it is the same please explain in short in the
introduction section.

Response:We gratefully appreciate for your valuable

comment. There are three widely used pancreatitis models:

cerulein, cerulein+LPS, and L-arg. Many studies have shown

that they are differences AP models that determines the

severity of AP[1-5]. Here, we cannot find an article that detailed

describe whether the inflammation they induced is the same.

LPS is a key component of the cell wall of gram-negative bacilli.



It is well known that LPS directly induces inflammation in

various cell inflammatory model[7-9] and ALI model[10-12],

Studies have shown that LPS has similar pathological

characteristics to ALI and was the most suitable reagent for the

preparation of ALI model[15]. Here we choose the LPS model.
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Reviewer #3 Anonymous (No: 03971255):

1. Response to comment : ④ Why were A549 cells chosen for the experiment?

①This article only detects A549 cells through CCK-8, and does not mention the changes in the
cell activity of normal cells. The author is requested to make appropriate supplements.

Response: ④The pulmonary epithelium consists of two major

cell types—alveolar type I (ATI) cells and alveolar type II (ATII)

cells, also termed type I and type II pneumocytes. ATI together

with ATII cells form a complete epithelial lining of the peripheral

part of the lungs and play an important role in pulmonary

homeostasis[1]. However, all these cells can be damaged

during the course of acute lung injury. ATI cells are highly

specialized for the key function of the lungs—the gas

exchange between alveoli and capillary blood, which with very

thin cytoplasm and a limited number of mitochondria cause

extreme sensitivity of these cells to injury[2] and contribute to

their vulnerability[2]. ATI cells were originally described as

terminal differentiated cells without any ability to divide and

change their phenotype[4]. While ATII cells are considered to

be a multipotent cell with high plasticity and capability of

self-regeneration and trans-differentiation into ATI cells. They

are responsible for repairing the damaged tissue[5]. The main

function of ATII cells is synthesis, secretion, and recyclation of

the pulmonary surfactant, which is required for maintaining



sufficient respiratory surface area of the mammalian lungs at

the end of expiration[6]. Potential mechanisms of ATII cell

response to microbial infection have been studied in various

models[7-9], the continuous cell lines such as human lung

carcinoma A549 cells are extensively used as a model of ATII

cells. So we chose the A549 cells for the experiment.

①Indeed, it will be more convincing if we get a comparative

assessment on normal ATII cells. However, there are many

difficulties with the isolation and maintenance of primary ATII

cells in tissue cultures, associated with the loss of their

morphological and biochemical characteristics[10, 11]. The

reviewer’s concern is of importance for us, and we will try to

isolation and maintenance of primary ATII cells in our further

study.

2. Response to comment: ② Why did the authors use only male mice?

Response: It is really true as Reviewer suggested that gender

affects the susceptibility and course of diseases. In our study,

We established the SAP model based on the studies of Kui[12]

and Dawra[13]. In the study of Kui, they didn’t detect any

differences in AP severity of male and female mice. And

according to Dawra’s study who established the SAP model

using male C57BL/6 mice, we successfully reproduce the



protocol.



3. Response to comment: ③Please note the basic format requirements of the

manuscript, such as “°C” and “℃”.

Response:We gratefully appreciate for your valuable

comment, we had made corrections in line 191 and line 218

where marked in yellow in the paper.



4. Response to comment: ⑤Authors need to make sure that the manuscripts

they upload are all in English, especially references.

Response: Thank you so much for your careful check, I am

sure that all my references are in English, I had made a

change in line 619.

5. Response to comment:⑥The scales of several fluorescent pictures are
inconsistent. Is it necessary to modify them?

Response: Thank you for your consideration, the fluorescence

pictures were taken from tissues and cells. In order to show the

results more clearly, the fluorescence pictures of cells had a

larger magnification than tissues, so the scales are not

consistent. Maybe it is not necessary to modify them.

6. Response to comment: ⑦In figure 1B, figure 2B and figure 3F, some



standard deviations are too high, please adjust it.

Response: We gratefully thanks for the precious time the

reviewer spent making constructive remarks, the pictures are

about pathological scores, they were conducted according to

the studies of Schmidt [14] and Vrolyk [15]. We can’t revise it. The

standard deviations of these pictures are high because the

difference between the values on the ordinate axis is small,

while others were 100 or more, so there will be a high standard

deviation even if the difference of the date between one group

is small.

7. Response to comment: ⑧Please unify the background of all Western Blot

bands in the text.

Response: Thanks for your careful review, since the NF-κB

signals were weak both in lung tissues and A549 cells, the

contrast display must be enhanced to make it clear，so the

background of Western Blot bands were not unified. If

necessary, we can provide all the un-cropped western blot

strips.

8. Response to comment: ⑨The quality of the strip in this paper is not



qualified; the author needs to modify it, for example: figure 5A GAPDH.

Response:Special thanks to you for your good comments.

We had changed the picture to another high-quality strip in the

three independent experiments.

9. Response to comment: ⑩The authors conclude that Cal protective and

beneficial effects against ALI in SAP by averting local and systemic neutrophil infiltration and
inflammatory response in part via suppression of HMGB1-NF-κB signaling activation. The
authors should add NF-κB inhibitors for further testing.

Response:We derived much benefit from the reviewer’s

comment. While, first of all, Nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) is a

ubiquitous inducible transcription factor responsible for

mediating the expression of a large number of genes involved

in inflammation, embryonic development, tissue injury, and

repair[16]. If we add NF-κB inhibitors may affect other signals of

the disease, the results are incredible. Second, Cal showed a

protective and beneficial effects via suppression of

HMGB1-NF-κB signaling activation, if we use a NF-κB

inhibitors, will it be conflicted with the role of Cal? Last, the

NF-κB signal were poorly expressed both in tissues and cells

in our study, if we use a NF-κB inhibitors, it might be failure to

get a result.
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Reviewer #4 Anonymous (No: 02445715):

1. Response to comment : ①There are so many typos in the main text.

Response: Thanks for your carefully reviewed. We carefully

checked the article and made some changes, and we will pay

more attention to the quality of the article in the future. Thank

you very much.

2. Response to comment :②The reviewer can not find the data of positive

control drug such as montelukast or something like that.

Response: As Reviewer suggested that it’s better to add a

positive control drug, but to our knowledge, there is no

clinically used drugs which could be used as positive control.

We are looking forward to the clinical use of Cal.

3. Response to comment : ③Please show me the un-cropped WB data. How

many WB did you perform?

Response: Three independent experiments were conducted

in the study, we will provide all the un-cropped WB data in the

supplementary materials.

4. Response to comment :④There are so many figures. Please shorten the

images/data by reducing or combining the current data.

Response: We gratefully appreciate for your valuable

comment. The images/data are necessary in our study, we

can’t reduce them.



5. Response to comment : ⑤The corresponding author should use his/her

email address as institutional one.

Response: It is really true as Reviewer suggested that we

should use an institutional email to submitted the manuscript,

we will use the public mailbox for the next submission.

6. Response to comment :⑥In Discussion section, the authors should describe
more hyphothesis-based results and conclusion for the activity.

Response: Special thanks to you for your good comments.

We have added a sentence in line 550-551.

We tried our best to improve the manuscript and made some

changes in the manuscript. These changes will not influence

the content and framework of the paper. And here the changes

were marked in yellow in revised paper. We appreciate for

Editors/Reviewers’ warm work earnestly, and hope that the

correction will meet with approval.

Once again, thank you very much for your comments and

suggestions.


